
·' History and Evolution of Virtual and Augmented Reality in Medical 

Introduction 
The history and use of \mu.al and augmented reality dates 
back to the early 19th Century, Charles \Vheatston~ an 
English scientist, and in\·entor, disco,·eted that the brain 
interrupts stereoscopic photos and paintings differently 
than 20 images. His r~arch dem0[1$trated that using a 
stereoscope to \·ie,v two images side by side allows the 
,·i.e·we:r•9; brain to interpret the nvo 2D image!!; as one 
cohesin 3D image, 1 The rationale behind the use of 
,-irtual and augmented reality is primarily rooted in the 
principle of interac:ti,-ity, ,,·hicb create.s a world where the 
indi,idu.al can interact \\-1th the material at b.and.2 

Early History 
Monon Helling, in 1957, decided to use this idea of 
interacti,·ity to create a 3D interaeti\·e stimulation and 
experience. He in\"ented the "Sensorama l\facbine", which 
combined 3D modes with tm.ell, pbys:ica1 vibtation of the 
seat, air blowing mimicking the feeling of wind blo,i.i.ng. 
and distinct clear sound that ,·aried depending on the 
indi\·iduals input.J 

Inn Sutherland continued elaboration on Heilig's initial 
idea of bead-mounted isptays by adding r.,.:o cathode ray 

tubes near the user's ears. This addition is still used e\·en 

in bead--moW1ted displays today.3 
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Evolution of Virtual and Augmented Reality 
As the world began to realize the unique power of ,·irtual reality, the uses became more and more 
di\·enified. ln 1981, The National Aeronautics and Space Agency (NA.SA) began looking into wing 

, ·irtua.1 reality as an educational tool for astronauts in training3. 

In the 1990's, the use of drtual reality was appearing more in media and entertainment such as the 

mo,·ie the ?v!atri.x and the Nintendo \irtu.al boy1. During this time, the u!.e of ,-irtual reality was al!.o 

becoming more popular in medicine. One of the fim uses of VR in this field was to help visualize 

anatomic structures to help prepare surgeons for surgical inten·entions .4 

Augmented and Virtual Reality in Medical Education 

Technological ad,·ance:$, such as augmented and virrual reality (AR;'VR), ha\·e introduced their way 
into medical education. Both AR and 'VR $?em from the initial use of illustrations in medicine, a 

technique that has been shown to have varying influences depending on the discipline of srudy.S 

Augmented reality in,·olves the ,·irrual world superimposed on our surroundings and bas been useful in 

certain aspects of anatomical education. The combination of cada,·eric dissection and augmented 

reality can teach students precise anatomical landmuk:s and build an understanding of radiographic 
information (top pane of figure).' 

The similar tool. VR~ ean also be utilized in medical education. VR allows for a completely 

computerized simulation. Medical education throughout the put three decades bas began adopting 
simulation-based educationi. VR can be used to simulate any medical intervention "-ithout any of the 

risks associated. This allows for an environment where students can learn techniques and become 

familiar ,vith thtm. SurgLcal education can utilize VR to teach msdents the tools and steps nee~• to 

perform a gi,·en procedure (bottom pane offigute).s 

Discussion and Conclusion 

Ghosh studied the e\·olution of illustrations in the 
anatomical field from the classical periods of Europe to 
modem times. In summary, illustrations began to emerge 
in the Late ?lo.fiddle Ages. The development of illustrations 
pro,lded detail in different anatomical components.9 .As 
time mond along illustratioos began to lose their initial 
artistic component and began taking a more scientific 
rendition. The 20:!:. century saw the emergence of 
photography that could capture anatomical detail at a 
higher le\·el, and finally with computer technology arri,1.11,g 
in the late 20lb cenrury anatomical education has utilized 
,·arious imaging modalities to enhance medical educatioo.9 

AR and V"R are e,·en further de,·elopmeots of the computer 
technology that anfred in the late 20m century. Tbe 
utilization of these new tools can be efficacious towards 
medical school curriculum. I() Howe\·er, these ad\·ances are 
not without common pitfalls that are often seen with 
technology.11 

It is ,·atuable to understand. from an anthropological 
standpoint, how history and evolution can teach us bow far 
we haYe progressed. That progression gi\·es us a 
reasonable undemanding on what humanity can 
accomplish as time mo,·es fot\i.-ard. The increase in 
technology and \'arying imaging modalities in medical 
education \\lll continue to evoke and revolutionize the 
way current and future phy:s;icians are taught. 
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